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Abstract—One of the key challenges in the software engineering lies in requirement engineering. As an important technique
for modeling and analyzing requirements, software architecture
has been intensively studied in recent years. Although various
modeling tools have been proposed in both academy and industry,
these tools typically provide limited support for analyzing nonfunctional requirements at architecture level. To address this
problem, in this tool demo, we present a tool, called Breeze,
that models, analyzes, and improves software architecture, with
an emphasis on its non-functional requirements. In particular,
Breeze has three key modules: (1) a modeling module that
facilitates the modeling for software systems, (2) an analysis
module that verifies non-functional requirements (e.g. safety,
reliability and correctness) at the architecture level, and (3) a
reconfiguration module that allows users to repair defects or to
further improve architectures.
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Fig. 1. The overview of Breeze.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In practice, requirements can easily become incomplete, inconsistent, and ambiguous, and such poor-quality requirements
have a critical negative impact on the quality of software [9].
As an important way to improve the quality of the software
system, software architecture has been intensively studied, but
there is still adequate space for improvement. For example,
Schneider et al. [8] propose Unified Requirements Modeling
Language (URML) that supports elicitation of both functional
and non-functional requirements. Pandey [7] complains that
URML cannot describe software at the architecture level,
since it is derived from Unified Modeling Language (UML).
Ameller et al. [1] propose ArchiTech that suggests alternative
architectural decisions. Although their tool can improve some
non-functional requirements, their suggestions may be not fully reliable, since their tool does not have a solid mathematical
foundation. Considering the above limitations, Xiao et al. [10]
admit that there is still a strong need for better software
architecture tools, especially for analyzing NFRs (e.g., safety,
reliability, and correctness).
As pointed out by Clements [4], software architecture allows
understanding impacts of requirements before implementation.
From an architecture of a software system, it is feasible
to determine to what degree the software system satisfies
NFRs. The architecture-level analysis can detect defects at the
design phase. If such defects are found, it reduces the cost of
developing a software system, since it is less expensive to fix
defects at the early phase of software development.
In this tool demo, we present our Breeze tool. It supports our
architecture description language, Breeze/ADL [6], and well

integrates with existing NFR analysis tools. As it is based on
the Eclipse framework, it is compatible with the state-of-theart UML. Breeze has the following key novel features:
• Breeze supports both modeling and analyzing requirements at the architecture level. It allows users to model
NFRs, and it supports three NFR analysis such as correctness analysis, safety analysis, and reliability analysis.
• Breeze allows users to repair defects in their designed
architectures by defining reconfiguration rules. The mechanism allows users to further improve their architectures
based on their analysis results.
Breeze is an open source tool, and more information can be
obtained from https://github.com/BreezeCSA/Breeze.
II. T OOL D ESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows the overview of Breeze, and it consists of
the following three key modules.
Architecture modeling module. Breeze models architectures
of software systems with Breeze/ADL [6]. Breeze/ADL is an
XML-based architecture description language, which specifies
the properties of software system in terms of components, connectors and ports. It can model deployment architectures, but is
not limited to, since its XML-schema can be easily extended.
For example, Li et al. [5] extend Breeze to model software
systems in the big data era. Figure 2 shows the screenshot
of Breeze. It has a GUI that allows users to define software
architecture feature elements (e.g., components, connectors,
and links), through the corresponding icon buttons.
Architecture analysis module. For each designed architecture, Breeze generates a meta-model based on the specifica-

Fig. 2. The screenshot of Breeze.

tions in Breeze/ADL. The meta-model, called TrustConfiguration, focuses on NFRs, and it captures experience data and
domain knowledge of requirement experts. The current version
of Breeze supports the following analysis:
• Correctness analysis. Generating model checking specifications through Breeze/ADL to detect deadlock or
inconsistency problems, with the support of NuSMV [3].
• Safety analysis. Weaving safety elements defined in requirements into Breeze/ADL model and identifying and
prioritizing possible failure events with fault tree analysis
[2], minimum path analysis, and cut set analysis.
• Reliability analysis. Mapping Breeze/ADL model to a
discrete-time Markov Chain model to predict the reliability of the architecture.
The analysis results are useful to further improve the quality
of software architecture.
Architecture reconfiguration module. Breeze allows users
to repair defects in their architectures. To achieve this, Breeze
implements a reconfiguration mechanism in Breeze/ADL Productions [6]. A Production is divided into two parts - the left
hand side (LHS) rule and the right hand side (RHS) rule. Both
LHS and RHS are Breeze/ADL specifications, and defined by
users. The LHS rule presents the precondition and the RHS
rule presents the results. As shown in Figure 1, this module
compares the LHS rule with architectures, and replaces found
matches by the RHS rules. In this way, if an NFR problem is
found, they can fix the problem and improve the architecture
automatically.
III. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we introduce the Breeze that models, analyzes,
and improves architectures of software systems. In the future,
we will design meaningful graphical symbols to represent
architectural modeling elements. We will also make efforts
to implement source code generation from architectures to

facilitate the development. Furthermore, we plan to evaluate
the effectiveness of Breeze in a large scale industrial setting,
and the results may help us understand to what degree our
tool improve existing models.
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